Get the right advice now

What we can offer?

1. A smart simple Design will convert searches into Phone
calls.
Let’s start with the design of your site
The reason why many websites fail other than the searcher not finding you is that the design
lacks appeal and is basic in its design.
It’s a bit like buying a magazine from a newsagent; you will not buy a magazine that has a
lacklustre design cover but instead lean more towards a glossy well designed appealing page.
1.

Keep it simple and smart.

2.

Make the header section at the top both appealing and target your brand and phone
number up front.

3.

Contact details placed at the bottom of each page.

4.

The layout must be neat and tidy.

5.

The colors need to be selected correctly.

6.

The text font and layout on the site needs to structured clearly.

7.

The navigation need to be simple to follow.

8.

A creative “Gallery Section” and a “List of Projects” page need to reflect the quality of
your work.

9.

The average website is from 10 to 15 pages and we charge a fee of $1850 for a complete
new redesign once only or a complete website from scratch.

10. This price applies to a business that needs a complete new website.

Today’s Offer: $1500

2. The Web Copy
Plenty of solid research is needed here
Search engines read content and this content needs to be researched and written to
include relevant key words and phrases that are common to your type of business.
Make no mistake - writing web copy is a serious business.
Google says that many businesses are now finding out that poor web copy written by the
graphic designers or even the customers is one of the common causes of lack of top
page positions.
If you type in “Metal Roofing Contractors on the Gold Coast” or Metal Roofing Gold
Coast in say Google you will see www.metalroofingsolutions.com.au, . This is one of our
customers who appears on the first page under that search term and this has been
greatly assisted by professional web copy.
Your customers will consider buying on first impressions and will not read over all the
planned key word copy for the search engines.
We look at what you do and research the main key words which are to be used in the
web copy plan structure.
Our standard price is $1350 once only.

Today’s Offer: $1250

3. Web Video or an Interactive Slideshow Commercial
Google statistics reflect that from 100 people who visit your website, 80% will convert
into emails for more information and phone calls if they view and listen to a filmed styled
commercial or a slide show interactive commercial.
Our interactive slide show commercials are one minute in length and can be
produced with logo, voice and script and added onto your home page for as low
as $1950 once only.
A filmed commercial on location with script, directing, lights, voice and final
editing starts at $4950 once only and you the owners of the business can
participate if you wish.
Go to Gallery Page on our website www.heffernanwebdesigns.com.au to view.
We keep the commercial down to a minute or less allowing the potential customers to
absorb vital key points of difference. This price includes submitting your commercial
to You Tube and linking to your Facebook page.
Video optimization is included in this package.
A commercial is a great conversion tool, grabbing the attention of the buyer and delivers
a clear and precise list of messages about the key points of your business. What I like
about it most is that it is a once only cost and a perfect solution to many businesses that
cannot afford TV Advertising.

Interactive Slideshow Commercial: $1950
Filmed Website Commercial: $4500 - $6500
These are once only fees!

4. SEO and Adwords
Now that we have built the battleship correctly at a once only cost, you can choose from a
Search Engine Optimization Program or an Ad words PPC Campaign and what I would suggest
is that you combine both progressively over time.
The big key to remember is that the internet is what most of your new customers are using to
find you and these new customers have the need and the money now to buy.
Conventional advertising can’t deliver that and nor can they guarantee that. Local newspapers
however work well for many businesses.
No wasted advertising dollars any more, just targeting the customers at the time they want you
and at prices that fall well below many advertising campaigns.
An SEO program is less expensive than Ad words and should be considered as a long term
process in generating new calls and emails.

What is the process we undertake?
A. Work with the client at the beginning
B. Determine relevant key words to be used in the program.
C. Include those key words in the web copy process.
D. Our SEO technician will go into the site and undertake extensive
keyword analysis to ensure the best results.

SEO and Adwords - continued
1. On Page optimization /ensures that key word density is at
optimum/placing key word in the first paragraph of the home page
copy.
2. On site optimization/ensuring proper coding is undertaken to make
your site more search engine friendly/designers were not doing this as
they were not qualified/this is changing however.

4. Align onsite coding and copywriting.
5. Algorithms changes SEO Moz and joining in on onsite Forums.
6. Why does Google initiate algorithm changes/ to prevent malware and
ensure that inappropriate websites don’t achieve high page results as
well restricting key word stuffing, duplicated content and plagiarism.

3. Off site optimization.

Our SEO annual program starts at only $3500 per year for a local search program or $6000 per year for the larger search
areas such as all over Sydney. These costs will see businesses result in a more cost effective customer reach than most
conventional advertising campaigns can ever do.
1. The prices include video optimization via You Tube if we produce a commercial for you.
2. With pricing many factors are taken onto account in particular the extent of the keywords and the geographical areas
required to be optimized.
3. Fees are payable over 6-9 months and you the customer have the option to renew each year based on performance so
you are not locked in.
4. You will have access to your own local SEO Practitioner over the 12 months period.
5. With us, there are no binding contracts and we employ only top level Certified Practitioners in the field.
6. We guarantee top page positions which are emailed to you, the customer, every Quarter over the 12 months period.
7. This is a sample report format outlining your keywords and phrases as well as useful statistics.
8. Sample SEO Report – Buildseal Pty Ltd.

$3500

pa for a local search and $5000 pa for a larger
program (up to $10,000 pa)

5. SEO and Adwords (continued)
Adwords Campaign
1. Adwords are not cheap but will provide you with instant results.
2. We consult with you to determine the correct key words and the structure of the program and the budget.
3. Our Adwords price range from $6750 per quarter which is $2250 monthly including the set up fees and management fees
as well as the budget allocated to Google.
4. Reports are emailed to you regularly and you can stop and start the campaign monthly, if so desired.
5. SEO Report example.
6. Again, you have access to your own certified Google Adwords Manager via phone or email.

Monthly Fee: $2250 pm (min 3 months)

6. Responsive Design – Smartphone and Tablet friendly
websites
Responsive Web Design (RWD) ensures that technologies
effectively display websites across all mobile devices.
A responsive website design will start with incorporating CSS3,
media queries, fluid grids that use percentages, Ems, flexible
images, flexible videos and fluid type, all allowing the responsive
website to adapt its layout to the viewing device.
Over the past years we have witnessed an explosion of browser
enabled devices entering onto the market including tablets,
notebooks, E-readers, smart phones, each utilizing its own
browser, screen resolutions, orientations and layouts.
In the USA approximately 110 million consumers use smart
phones, a trend already happening in Australia.
At Heffernan Web Designs we now build responsive websites by using a technique called “responsive design” which allows us
to change the way we code and interact with the internet on all devices.
RWD is a style of web development where content responds to the device on which it is being rendered. So, while a website
viewed from within a traditional desktop browser might be rendered one way, a tablet or smart phone browser will be smart
enough to render that same code in a different way—one that takes into account the size and resolution of a smaller screen.
Text is reflowed, navigation is simplified, and images are shrunk, or even hidden entirely

Today’s Offer: $695 once only

7. Facebook Business Pages
Facebook is now the No1 search engine second to Google so it’s very important to have your
business Facebook presence on line. The key is to get more people to stay on your Facebook site
and interact and making offers with plenty of fresh information of interest is the key.
Many businesses are now finding that developing a Facebook presence can be time consuming
and distracting from their usual business. Developing Facebook pages is fast becoming a
specialized field out side the scope of many businesses.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Face book is about building relationships rather then grabbing attention.
Facebook and SEO/increase your presence online/this is a business
Facebook page/business brand name of the page.
About me section and info tab to have key words and products you are trying
to rank for and sell.
On your address must be specific and correct for local searches.
Product description must include key words and include links to your website
as well as links on your Facebook back to your website.
Create a static page of different products you are trying to rank for and include
images and content relevance to that product which will help your rankings
Objective is to drive more traffic to your site and increase more sales
Developing a fan page
Cover graphics will be 151x350 pixels
Posting photos on line

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Post up articles and make them interesting
Services section
Refer our customers
Build an event section
Make offers
Write a profile about your self and about your business
Make it fun to visit your site
Trade tips
Win a prize
Run a promotion
Create controversy
Invite opinions
Post up your video or videos

 We can set you up on Face book for a low as $1500 which includes the design of the pages,
the development of your fan page and overall construction.
 Written copy and layout of the pages are all included.
 On going development ranges from $250 to $350 per month if required.

8. Other Social Media Marketing
1. The term social media marketing refers to an application that creates interactive dialogue between users.
2. SMM is changing the way we do business online and I a must for E Commerce type businesses.
3. It is the use of platforms such as Facebook and Twitter to broadcast adverting messages across the internet.
4. SMM can be a valuable tool for promoting your business attracting many individuals and businesses to interact and share
what you do, who you are and what you can offer.

9. Hosting and Domains
There are many companies today that use our services to host their site for a low as $425 per year which includes free design
upgrades and as well a free I.T. service when and if required.
It’s as simple as sending us an email and tell us what you want.

To manage and pay your domain registration every 2 years is $325 only.

Hosting $450 per annum which includes:
Free IT support and complimentary upgrades for all customers!

So that’s it !
If you are interested in buying from us or you have questions that we can answer
direct, call Phil heffernan on 0415 171 998 or 1300 346 770.
Email sophie@heffernanwebdesigns.com.au or
phil@heffernanwebdesigns.com.au

